
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of global
planner. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for global planner

Responsible for planning an assortment that hits the tops down product
strategies and financial plan inclusive of sales, margin and inventory from
division to department and from globe to region
Responsible for planning a range that meets IMU%, Sales and Inventory
targets
Create, accept and process inquires related to demand, transport
Knowledge sharing –this role will act as a subject matter expert , and will
support factories in planning practices, process and systems execution
Decision making to maintain plan
Maintain critical planning data elements in DMT and other systems such as
product to family mapping, identification of NPI/ EOL assemblies
Collaborate with Planning Manager, Global Merchandising and Product Line
Managers on seasonal product initiatives and regional strategies that align to
and validate each Sport Category’s vision
Lead a broad range of complex supply chain processes, such as inventory
analysis and planning, demand planning, import/export operations, and sales
and operations planning
Identify opportunities for process improvement and leads/develops
recommendations and provides insight for management
Independently execute complex demand and supply matching activities,
connecting planning to execution, and identifying issues and their impact

Qualifications for global planner

Example of Global Planner Job Description
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5-8 years of experience as a planner/scheduler, master planner in a global
production organization OR 1-3 years of relevant experience and a Master
degree
A graduate with a BSc/MSc/PhD in an analytical subject
Experience in using relevant transport planning and simulation software
packages SATURN, CUBE, EMME, VISSIM, PARAMICS, TUBA, LEGION,
VISWALK, and spreadsheet modelling techniques
BSc, MSc orPhD in Transport Planning or related subject such as mathematics,
Engineering, geography, Economics
BS / BA in business- related discipline
3 years’ experience with Supply Chain planning and inventory management


